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Abstract. REST is nowadays highly popular and widely adopted by
Web services providers. However, most of the Web services providers
only provide the documentation of their REST API in plain HTML
pages, even if many specification formats exist such as WADL or Ope-
nAPI for example. This prevents the Web Services users to benefit from
all the advantages of having a machine-readable specification, such as
generating client or server code, generating web services composition,
checking formal properties, testing, etc. To face this issue, we provide a
fully automated approach that builds a REST API specification from its
corresponding plain HTML documentation. By given the root URL of the
plain HTML API documentation, our approach automatically extracts
the four mandatory parts that compose a specification: the base URL,
the path templates, the HTTP verbs and the associated formal parame-
ters. Our approach has been validated with topmost commercial REST
based Web Services, and the validation shows that our approach achieves
good precision and recall for popular Web Services.

Keywords: REST · APIs · Service description · Specification · Ope-
nAPI

1 Introduction

REST, the architecture style defined by Fielding [5], is nowadays highly popular
and widely adopted by most of the Web services providers. All the studies done
by researchers [4] or by commercial sites such as ProgrammableWeb1 state that
more than 75% of Web services are now REST oriented.

However, Renzal et al. pinpoint that building REST services is still highly
challenging [12]. They further highlight that the first REST best practice is to
provide a rigorous specification of the REST API. Such a specification accelerates
the development process by automatically generating client-side or server-side
stubs [6], or even service composition [14]. Additionally, a rigorous specifica-
tion can be used to reach a better quality by inferring parameters dependency
constraints [16] or performing automating tests production [10] for example.

1 https://www.programmableweb.com/api-research.
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Several formats have been introduced for defining REST API specifications.
One of them is the XML-based language WADL (Web Application Description
Language), which is a de jure W3C standard [7]. Others, such as OpenAPI
specification2, RAML3, and Blueprint4 are JSON-based formats, and are de
facto standards provided by the industry. However, even if many formats exist
and if ones are more popular than the other (OpenAPI turns out to be the
most popular one, with over 350,000 downloads per month), no format is widely
adopted [11].

More precisely, as identified by Danielsen et al., most of the REST APIs
providers only provide their documentation in plain HTML pages [4]. Further,
according to an in-depth analysis of the most 20 popular REST Services [12], only
20% of them provide WSDL [2] specifications whereas 75% provide no rigorous
specification and only plain HTML pages!

Such a situation then calls for an automatic transformation of plain HTML
documentations into rigorous specifications. This will drastically help developers
and make them benefit from all the advantages of having a rigorous specification:
code and composition generation, test, type checking, etc.

In this paper, we face this problem and provide a fully automated approach
that builds an OpenAPI specification from a corresponding plain HTML docu-
mentation. We choose OpenAPI because it is currently the most popular. Fur-
thermore, once an OpenAPI specification exists, translating it into another for-
mat such as WADL for instance is very easy.

Our approach comes with a prototype implementation that inputs the root
URL of the plain HTML API documentation, and that extracts the four manda-
tory parts that compose an OpenAPI specification: the base URL, the path tem-
plates, the HTTP verbs and the associated formal parameters. Our prototype
has been validated with topmost commercial REST based Web Services as well
as with Web Services selected at random into ProgrammableWeb. The valida-
tion shows that our approach achieves good precision and recall especially for
popular Web Services.

As a main result, we provide:

– An automated approach that automatically generates an OpenAPI specifica-
tion from the plain HTML documentation of an existing REST Web Service.

– A validation of our prototype and the OpenAPI specifications it yielded from
topmost popular Web Services.

2 AutoREST: An Automatic Generator of REST API
Specifications

This section first provides basic and simple definitions for the main concepts of
REST API documentation and specification. It then presents an overview of our
generator, called AutoREST, and finally presents its three main components.
2 https://www.openapis.org/.
3 http://raml.org/.
4 https://apiblueprint.org/.

https://www.openapis.org/
http://raml.org/
https://apiblueprint.org/
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Definition 1 (REST API HTML Documentation). A REST API HTML
Documentation describes the resources provided by a REST service in plain
HTML. It is composed of a set of web pages. Among the set of pages, one page
is called the Root Page, and is linked directly or indirectly to all the pages of the
set. Finally, all the pages belong to a same domain (the one of the Root Page)
and each page may or may not contain useful information to access the service.

As an example, the Root Page of the Instagram API HTML Documentation
is https://www.instagram.com/developer/. From this Root Page, a set of 24
pages that belong to the same “www.instagram.com/developer” domain can be
visited following the links between them. Finally some of these pages can be
considered to be useful as they describe how to access the service. Other ones
can be considered to be useless regarding this purpose as they don’t describe
how to access the service (e.g., service changelog information).

Definition 2 (REST API Specification). A REST API Specification rig-
orously defines how to access the resources provided by a REST service. It is
written in a de jure or de facto standard format such as WADL or OpenAPI.
At least, it has to describe the following information:

– Base URL: The Base URL is the common prefix of all URLs that give access
to the resources.

– Path Templates: The templates describes how the Base URL must be completed
to make an URL that does give access to a resource. A template can include
variables that are used to identify different but similar resources.

– Verbs: The verbs list, for each Path Template, the HTTP verbs that are sup-
ported by the Web service (GET, PUT, POST, etc.).

– Parameters: The parameters, for each couple of Path Template and Verb,
define the list of formal parameters that are supported by the request.

The objective of our approach (named AutoREST) is to automatically gen-
erate a REST API Specification from a REST API HTML Documentation. The
Fig. 1 presents the global architecture of our approach. It shows that AutoREST
inputs the Root Page of the REST API Documentation of a given Web service
and then returns a generated OpenAPI Specification. More precisely, AutoREST
performs the following three steps:

Step 1: Identifying all the HTML documentation pages. It gathers all the
pages that are directly or indirectly linked by the Root Page and that belong
to its domain. The purpose of this step is to identify all the web pages that
may describe the REST API. We built a simple crawler that identifies all the
web pages that are directly or indirectly linked by the Root Page of the REST
API HTML Documentation. Furthermore, our crawler never goes outside of the
domain of the Root Page.

Step 2: Classify useful or useless documentation pages. The goal of this
step is to select only web pages that do contain useful information for building
a REST API specification. As this step preforms a classification, we decided to
use machine learning techniques [9].

https://www.instagram.com/developer/
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Fig. 1. Global process of our AutoREST

We therefore built a so-called training set that contains HTML pages that
have been manually classified as being useful (Yes) or useless (No) regarding the
purpose of generating a REST API specification. A page was said to be useful
if it contains at least one information that can be used to generate a part of a
REST API specification. We built that set by getting all the pages of the 15
topmost popular Web Services listed in ProgrammableWeb where popularity is
expressed by the number of followers (see full list5). We chose to consider 15
Web Services because they gather 90% of all the followers.

Once the training set was built, we then extracted the features it contains.
To that extent, each file of the training set has been treated as a plain text
(one string) and transformed into a numerical feature vector by tokenizing it,
counting tokens occurrences and normalizing tokens. For instance, the string
“Get a list of users who have liked this media ...” is tokenized by using white
spaces as token separators. Then, each token is assigned an integer id, such as
{Get: 1, a: 2, list: 3}. Then the tokens are counted ad normalized by using the
TF-IDF weighting to build the feature vector [15].

Finally, we computed and evaluated the classifier. We choose Random For-
est [8] as the Machine-learning algorithm since it outperforms others on the
supervised classification problem [9]. Regarding the size of the training set we
tried various sets of different sizes. Result shows performance tends to be stable
(96%) when size exceeds 200. Hence we chose to build a training set containing
200 HTML files. Our Classifier thus can select web pages that do contain useful
information with a high precision (96%) and recall (96%).

Step 3: Extract Information and Generate REST API Specification.
Since each Web service provider might have its own different patterns for dis-
playing API documentation within HTML page, we made a simple comparative
study on the same topmost 15 popular Web Services to better understand such
patterns. The Table 1 lists the different patterns used by Web service providers

5 https://github.com/caohanyang/REST OPENAPI/blob/master/APIList.

https://github.com/caohanyang/REST_OPENAPI/blob/master/APIList
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Table 1. Patterns used by Web server providers to display REST API Specification
in HTML pages.

Specification part Patterns

Base URL either in a dedicated part of the page or with each Path Template

Path Template either with a partial URL starting with ‘/’ or with a full URL
including the Base URL

Verbs Just before or after the path template

Parameters In a list or in a array, just after the template

to display in an HTML page the four mandatory parts that compose a REST
API specification.

Our component embeds different strategies (Regular Expressions, GATE con-
figurations [3], etc.) that corresponds to the different patterns of displaying the
informations within the HTML pages. As it cannot have any prior knowledge on
how the information is displayed when it analyses a page, it then loop the analy-
sis for each possible configuration and returns the Specification that contains
the more Path Templates, Verbs and Parameters.

3 Evaluation

The objective of our evaluation is to measure the quality of the specifications
generated by AutoREST. This quality can be measured according to the four
mandatory parts of the specification (Base URL, Path Templates, Verbs and
Parameters). Furthermore, it has to reflect what the documentation describes.
More precisely, we measure the quality of a generated specification according
to the following criteria. All criteria are measured manually by comparing the
generated specification with its corresponding documentation:

– The quality of the Base URL is measured by a boolean. True means that the
specification exactly reflects what is written in the documentation.

– The quality of the Path Templates is measured by counting the number of
Paths templates in the specification and in the documentation, and by check-
ing how much of them match. The quality is then expressed with precision
(No. Match/No. in Spec.) and recall (No. Match/No. in Doc.).

– The quality of the Verbs is measured by counting the number of Verbs in the
specification and in the documentation, and by checking how much of them
match. Two verbs match if they have the same Path Template and if they are
the same.

– The quality of the Parameters is measured by counting the number of Parame-
ters in the specification and in the documentation, and by checking how much
of them match. Two parameters match if they have the same Path Template,
the same verb, the same name and the same type.
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Fig. 2. Results of the topmost popular Web Services
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Fig. 3. Results of the random Web Services

Our AutoREST has been developed in Python and Java, and is available
on-line as an Open Source Project6. We evaluate AutoREST on two sets of Web
Services. The first set is composed of the 15 topmost popular Web Services. The
second set is composed of 15 Web Services selected at random from Program-
mableWeb. The evaluation done with the first set expresses how AutoREST
performs on popular Web Service knowing that it has been trained with a small
subset of them for selecting interesting pages, and that its information retrieval
rules have been defined by analyzing them (see Sect. 2). The evaluation done
with the second set expresses the capacity of AutoREST to generated OpenAPI
specifications without any prior knowledge.

As a main result, AutoREST has quite good results for finding the Base URL:
11/15 for the topmost popular Web Services, and 10/15 for random Web services.
The Figs. 2 and 3 then present the precision and recall for the Path Templates,
Verbs and Parameters. It should be noted that when AutoREST fails in finding
the Base URL, it also fails for all of the other parts. As a consequence, we choose
not to show these cases in the Figures.

As we just presented it, AutoREST is quite good for generating a Base
URL. It fails when the Base URL is not documented neither in a dedi-
cated place nor with the Path Templates. For example, it fails with Twilio
that contains a variable in the base URL. More precisely the Base URL

6 https://github.com/caohanyang/REST OPENAPI.

https://github.com/caohanyang/REST_OPENAPI
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of Twilio is “https://api.twilio.com/2010-04-01/Accounts/{AccountSid}” where
AccountSid is used to authenticate the user.

For Path templates the results are good but more debatable. First of all,
it is clear that AutoREST performs better for popular Web Services, as it has
been trained on it. After the manually investigation, we found AutoREST fails
mainly for two reasons. First it uses regular expression to detect URLs but
as there are many URLs in web pages it sometimes fails to distinguish the
ones that correspond to REST services. Second, it sometimes fails to infer the
Path templates which contains path templating. Indeed, some API providers
present the Path templates by providing examples. AutoREST then fails in
extracting these generic cases. For instance, Twitter lists an example request
https://api.twitter.com/1.1/geo/id/df51dec6f4ee2b2c.json in its documentation
page. AutoREST then considers it as a Template Path!

For verbs the results are quite similar than Path Templates. AutoREST per-
forms a little bit better for popular Web Service.

Finally, AutoREST is good to extract the Parameters for popular Web Ser-
vices but not for the ones that have been randomly selected. The main reason is
because the documentation provided by the latter is not structured with tables
or lists, as it is expected by our information retrieval component.

4 Related Work

Only three existing works are related to the generation of REST API specifica-
tions.

In [13], Sohan et al. provide SpyREST, an approach for generating RESTful
API documentation by using an HTTP proxy server. In contrast to our approach
that is static, SpyREST is dynamic as it listens to the communications that
are performed with the REST Services to generate the documentation. It then
requires a client that knows how to call the REST Services and also requires the
client to perform all the possible calls.

In [1], Alarcón et al. provides RESTler that crawls a RESTful Service and
aims to generate a map that presents all the provided resources and their links.
This approach then does not generate a rigorous specification.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we then present AutoREST, an approach for automatically trans-
form an HTML documentation into an OpenAPI specification. It can then be
used as a black box tool that only inputs one root URL and that generates an
OpenAPI specification. The validation we done shows that AutoREST has quite
good results especially with popular Web Services. For randomly selected Web
Services it is less successful mainly because the provided HTML documentation
is not structured as the one of the topmost popular Web Services.

As a further work, we plan to work on a component that validates the
returned OpenAPI specification after its generation by generating and testing

https://api.twitter.com/1.1/geo/id/df51dec6f4ee2b2c.json
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calls. Thanks to this component, we then aim at returning an OpenAPI specifi-
cation that does not contain any faults (100% precision). We also plan to extend
machine learning component. Our goal is to strengthen our approach to better
identify weak HTML documentation, with the intent to provide error messages
indicating that the OpenAPI generation cannot be performed.
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